Dear Friend,

With warmest regards,

â Jina Krause-Vilmar
President and CEO

---

Practical Tips for Employers Navigating the DEI Backlash

Lessons Refugees Offer Corporate Leaders On Disruption

Upwardly Global President and CEO Jina Krause-Vilmar recently spoke to 624 of VOA Africa's "Our Voices" show about "Practical Tips for Employers Navigating the DEI Backlash".

Upwardly Global CEO Featured in Forbes Article About Refugees in the U.S.

Upwardly Global Program Director Lourena Gboeah was featured in "Our Voices" Show discussing "Lessons Refugees Offer Corporate Leaders On Disruption".

---

Impact Report: Women's Economic Power Initiative

Upwardly Global's latest impact report highlights Upwardly Global's new Women's Economic Power initiative, which aims to dismantle the visible and invisible barriers faced by immigrant women toward economic power and equitable access to the U.S. economy.

Join Us in New York City on September 18, 2024 at the Tribeca Rooftop for Upwardly Global's 2024 Equity Gala

Don't Miss Upwardly Global's 2024 Equity Gala to celebrate advancements in workforce inclusion. We are thrilled to spotlight the achievements of Joana Vicente, Global’s 2024 Equity Gala honoree.

View the full impact report.

---

Celebrating Immigrant Heritage Year-Round with the Welcome Society

The Welcome Society is a special group of donors that "despite challenges, refugees develop critical skills like adaptability and resilience."

At Upwardly Global, we honor our community's strength and determination to help them overcome barriers and include their talents into the workforce.

Extraordinary Life Experiences

Futures Together initiative, which will aim to serve 25,000 immigrant, refugee, and asylum-seeker families by the end of 2024, has already helped immigrant families rebuild their lives.

Economic Power

Upwardly Global's Economic Power initiative, which aims to dismantle the visible and invisible barriers faced by immigrant women toward economic power and equitable access to the U.S. economy, has helped immigrant women overcome barriers and include their talents into the workforce.

---

Upwardly Global Partners With Hispanic Federation To

As Upwardly Global's partner with the Hispanic Federation (HF), the nation's premier Latino nonprofit membership organization, we are excited to collaborate on initiatives that advance the Latino community.

---

Soccer Tournament for Charity

Upwardly Global recently won the 13th NY Film & Entertainment Soccer Tournament for Charity. As victors of the Soccer-4-Good Division, Upwardly Global will receive a donation from the tournament's charity fund. This donation will support Upwardly Global's Women's Economic Power initiative.

---

Month in Review

On April 15, Upwardly Global hosted its 2024 Equity Gala in New York City. At the Gala, Upwardly Global honored Joana Vicente as its 2024 Equity Gala honoree.

---

Upwardly Global in the News

The Welcome Society is a special group of donors who "despite challenges, refugees develop critical skills like adaptability and resilience."

---

Join Our Team

Upwardly Global is hiring a Senior Content Writer to join our communications team.

---
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